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Novel Coronavirus (COVID-19) Research and EMRO countries

Row

Article

link

Country

1

Status of water, sanitation, and hygiene and
standard precautions in healthcare facilities and
its relevance to COVID-19 in Afghanistan

https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/35289319

Afghanistan

2

Randomized controlled trial of favipiravir,
hydroxychloroquine, and standard care in
patients with mild/moderate COVID-19 disease

https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/35322077

Bahrain
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3

Corneal abrasion due to face mask in children: a https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/35308132
novel and potential mechanism of injury related
to COVID 19 pandemic

4

The role of 3D CT imaging in the accurate
diagnosis of lung function in coronavirus
patients

https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/35328249

Egypt, United Arab
Emirates

5

Global health governance and health equity in
the context of COVID-19: a scoping review

https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/35327017

Egypt

6

https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/35326072
Unique presentations of aspergillosis
endogenous endophthalmitis in two hospitalized
patients with severe COVID-19

Egypt

7

Aurasperone A inhibits SARS CoV-2 in vitro:
an integrated in vitro and in silico study

https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/35323478

Egypt, Iraq

8

A systematic review of the global intervention
for SARS-CoV-2 combating: from drugs
repurposing to Molnupiravir approval

https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/35321497

Egypt, Saudi Arabia

9

Patterns of liver profile disturbance in patients
with COVID-19

https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/35321162

Egypt

10

Autoimmune encephalitis as a complication of
COVID-19 infection: a case report

https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/35317189

Egypt

11

Classifying COVID-19 based on amino acids
encoding with machine learning algorithms

https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/35308181

Egypt
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Bahrain

12

Mapping of health innovations in response to
the COVID-19 pandemic in Eastern
Mediterranean and selected Arab Countries

https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/35304910

Egypt, Oman

13

Using clustered regularly interspaced short
palindromic repeats for recombinant
biosynthesis of antimicrobial peptides as antiCOVID-19 agents

https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/35295932

Egypt

14

https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/35291551
Potential impact of serpin peptidase inhibitor
clade (A) member 4 SERPINA4 (rs2093266)
and SERPINA5 (rs1955656) genetic variants on
COVID-19 induced acute kidney injury

Egypt

15

An automated diagnosis and classification of
COVID-19 from chest CT images using a
transfer learning-based convolutional neural
network

https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/35290811

Egypt, Saudi Arabia

16

Optimal cut points of N-terminal of the
prohormone brain natriuretic peptide (NTproBNP) in patients with COVID-19

https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/35294679

Iran

17

Neurological and neuropsychological adverse
effects of SARS-CoV-2 vaccines - where do we
stand?

https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/35334195

Iran

18

A qualitative study on stigmatization associated
with COVID-19

https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/35334164

Iran

19

Technology in the era of COVID-19: a
systematic review of current evidence

https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/35331123

Iran
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20

SARS-CoV-2 and influenza viruses: strategies
to cope with co-infection and bioinformatics
perspective

https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/35322909

Iran

21

An investigation into the relation of coping
skills with mental health and quality of life in
family members of nurses during the COVID19 pandemic

https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/35322780

Iran

22

The effects of high dose vitamin D
supplementation as a nutritional intervention
strategy on biochemical and inflammatory
factors in adults with COVID-19: Study
protocol for a randomized controlled trial

https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/35322711

Iran

23

Factors affecting the incidence and prevalence
of pressure ulcers in COVID-19 patients
admitted with a Braden scale below 14 in the
intensive care unit: retrospective cohort study

https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/35322547

Iran

24

Low serum levels of zinc and 25hydroxyvitmain D as potential risk factors for
COVID-19 susceptibility: a pilot case-control
study

https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/35322170

Iran

25

Psychometric measure beliefs and preventive
behaviors toward COVID-19 based on Health
Belief Model (HBM): validation of a
questionnaire

https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/35321384

Iran
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26

A description of spatial-temporal patterns of the
novel COVID-19 outbreak in the
neighborhoods’ scale in Tehran, Iran

https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/35321381

Iran

27

Evaluation of reinfection in COVID-19 patients
in the world: a narrative review

https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/35321379

Iran

28

In search of COVID-19 transmission through an https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/35313623
infected prey

Iraq

29

Increased ACE2, sRAGE, and immune
activation, but lowered calcium and magnesium
in COVID-19

https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/35307003

Iraq

30

HLA-G 14-bp insertion/deletion polymorphism
and risk of coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID19) among Iraqi patients

https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/35305830

Iraq

31

Impact of COVID-19 on affected individuals in
Iraq focusing on deceased cancer patients

https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/35298294

Iraq

32

Stigma toward healthcare providers from
patients during COVID-19 era in Jordan

https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/35334127

Jordan, United Arab
Emirates

33

The prevalence of mental health outcomes
among eating disorder patients during the
COVID-19 pandemic: a meta-analysis

https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/35331484

Jordan, Sudan

34

Preoperative anxiety among adult patients
undergoing elective surgeries at a tertiary
teaching hospital: a cross-sectional study during
the era of COVID-19 vaccination

https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/35326993

Jordan
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35

Tracheobronchopathia osteochondroplastica in
the setting of COVID-19

https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/35324341

Jordan

36

Jordanian views regarding sharing of medical
data for research: a cross-sectional study during
COVID-19 pandemic

https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/35312726

Jordan, United Arab
Emirates

37

Coronavirus herd immunity optimizer to solve
classification problems

https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/35309595

Jordan

38

Upper limb ischemia due to arterial thrombosis
after COVID-19 vaccination

https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/35308134

Jordan

39

Increased incidence of musculoskeletal pain in
medical students during distance learning
necessitated by the COVID-19 pandemic

https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/35293024

Jordan

40

Effect on morbidity and mortality of direct oral
anticoagulants in patients with COVID-19

https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/35292148

Jordan

41

Impact of coronavirus 19 pandemic on
contraception in Jordan

https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/35290155

Jordan

42

Possible beneficial effects of fresh pomegranate
juice in SARS-CoV-2 infection conditions

https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/35287379

Jordan

43

Applications of MCDM approach (ANPTOPSIS) to evaluate supply chain solutions in
the context of COVID-19

https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/35284675

Jordan
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44

Medications and natural products used in Jordan https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/35310539
for prevention or treatment of COVID-19
during the second wave of the pandemic: a
cross-sectional online survey

45

Dynamics of COVID-19 in the Persian Gulf
Cooperation Council (PGCC) countries

https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/35317285

Kuwait

46

Age dependent epidemic modeling of COVID19 outbreak in Kuwait, France, and Cameroon

https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/35326960

Kuwait

47

Effect of screen time on physical and mental
health and eating habits during COVID-19
lockdown in Lebanon

https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/35330563

Lebanon

48

New onset refractory status epilepticus as an
early manifestation of multisystem
inflammatory syndrome in adults after COVID19

https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/35306658

Lebanon

49

Feeling the burn in the era of COVID-19: crosscultural adaptation and validation of the Arabic
version of the Copenhagen Burnout Inventory
among community pharmacists

https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/35300730

Lebanon

50

Knowledge and attitudes among Lebanese
pregnant women and women seeking fertility
treatment during the COVID-19 outbreak: a
cross-sectional survey

https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/35296487

Lebanon
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Jordan, Qatar

51

Cardiac involvement in cancer patients under
chemotherapy and diagnosed with COVID-19:
case report and literature review

https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/35317491

Morocco

52

Special case of a patient in the blast phase of
chronic myeloid leukemia successfully treated
with tocilizumab during critical SARS-CoV-2
infection

https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/35301903

Morocco

53

COVID-2019 pneumonia: severity and
distribution of lung changes observed on the
initial chest X-ray as an indicator of final
outcomes

https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/35299792

Oman

54

Respiratory complications after COVID-19

https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/35282425

Oman

55

Death anxiety and wellbeing in doctors during
COVID-19: the explanatory and boosting roles
of sleep quality and work locality

https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/35331036

Pakistan

56

COVID-19 vaccine efficacy in liver transplant
recipients: a rising concern

https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/35330549

Pakistan

57

Virtual meetings during COVID-19 pandemic:
is it time to say goodbye to physical meetings?

https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/35330540

Pakistan

58

Virtual skills teaching of nursing students
during COVID-19: a problem-solving approach

https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/35330537

Pakistan

59

Medical students' online learning perceptions,
online learning readiness, and learning

https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/35329204

Pakistan
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outcomes during COVID-19: the moderating
role of teacher's readiness to teach online
60

Coronavirus genomes and unique mutations in
structural and non-structural proteins in
Pakistani SARS-CoV-2 Delta variants during
the fourth wave of the pandemic

https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/35328105

Pakistan

61

Factors associated with cycle threshold values
(Ct-values) of SARS-CoV2-rRT-PCR

https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/35325359

Pakistan

62

Perceived risk and perceptions of COVID-19
vaccine: a survey among general public in
Pakistan

https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/35324978

Pakistan

63

Epitope-based peptide vaccine design and
elucidation of novel compounds against 3C like
protein of SARS-CoV-2

https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/35324925

Pakistan

64

The use of proton pump inhibitors and COVID19: a systematic review and meta-analysis

https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/35324584

Pakistan

65

Satisfaction of primary care physicians towards
initiation of phone consultations during the
COVID-19 pandemic management in Qatar: a
cross-sectional study

https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/35279085

Qatar, Egypt, Jordan

66

Role of newly introduced teledentistry service
in the management of dental emergencies
during COVID-19 pandemic in Qatar: a crosssectional analysis

https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/35333637

Qatar
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67

Importance of establishing antibody specificity
in multisystem inflammatory syndrome in
newborn during the COVID-19 pandemic

https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/35325492

Qatar

68

Trends in stroke admissions before, during and
post-peak of the COVID-19 pandemic: a oneyear experience from the Qatar stroke database

https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/35324905

Qatar

69

Impact of smoking on COVID-19 symptoms in
non-vaccinated patients: a matched
observational study from Qatar

https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/35321233

Qatar

70

Common indications for referral to the
healthcare system for COVID-19 recovered
patients versus Qatar Biobank study population:
a descriptive analysis

https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/35315407

Qatar

71

COVID-19 and screen-based sedentary
behaviour: systematic review of digital screen
time and metabolic syndrome in adolescents

https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/35312701

Qatar

72

Toxic epidermal necrolysis associated with
COVID-19 infection: a case report

https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/35310321

Qatar

73

Neoechinulin A as a promising SARS-CoV-2 M https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/35323462
pro
inhibitor: in vitro and in silico study showing
the ability of simulations in discerning active
from inactive enzyme inhibitors

Saudi Arabia, Egypt

74

COVID-19 identification system using transfer
learning technique with mobile-netV2 and chest
X-Ray images

https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/35309201

Saudi Arabia, Egypt
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75

Quality of life among caregivers of patients
diagnosed with major chronic disease during
COVID-19 in Saudi Arabia

https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/35327001

Saudi Arabia,
Pakistan

76

Elucidating the correlation of D-dimer levels
with COVID-19 severity: a scoping review

https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/35310133

Saudi Arabia, Egypt

77

https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/35311495
Effects of vitamin C and D on the mRNA
expression of angiotensin converting enzyme 2
receptor, cathepsin L, and transmembrane serine
protease in the mouse lungs

Saudi Arabia, Jordan

78

Post-COVID-19 syndrome: assessment of short- https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/35294728
and long-term post-recovery symptoms in
recovered cases in Saudi Arabia

Saudi Arabia, Egypt,
Pakistan

79

Spatial analysis of COVID-19 vaccine centers
distribution: a case study of the city of Jeddah,
Saudi Arabia

https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/35329216

Saudi Arabia

80

Epidemiology of child maltreatment during the
COVID-19 pandemic in Saudi Arabia

https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/35327683

Saudi Arabia

81

Alterations in clinical characteristics of blood
donors post COVID-19 recovery

https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/35319357

Saudi Arabia

82

COVID-19 and vaccine hesitancy: individual
determinants among Saudis in Asir region

https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/35317043

Saudi Arabia

83

Date of introduction and epidemiologic patterns
of severe acute respiratory syndrome

https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/35299709

Somalia
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coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2) in Mogadishu,
Somalia: estimates from transmission modelling
of satellite-based excess mortality data in 2020
84

Clinical characteristics and risk factors
associated with severe disease progression
among COVID-19 patients in Wad Medani
isolation centers: a multicenter retrospective
cross-sectional study

https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/35284652

Sudan

85

Mucormycosis (black fungus) infection and
misuse of corticosteroids in COVID 19 patients
in Syria

https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/35282296

Syria

86

Fear among Syrians: a proposed cutoff score for
the Arabic fear of COVID-19 scale

https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/35275930

Syria

87

Liver injury in COVID-19: pathological
findings

https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/35317475

Tunisia

88

Cutaneous manifestations of COVID-19 among
healthcare workers: a case report and literature
review

https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/35317059

Tunisia

89

Pustular rash triggered by Pfizer-BioNTech
COVID-19 vaccination: a case report

https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/35315189

Tunisia

90

The role of occupational medicine in the
response to the coronavirus outbreak: the
Tunisian Occupational Health and Safety
Institute´s experience

https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/35291363

Tunisia
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91

Another case of generalized bullous fixed drug
eruption following an adenoviral vector-based
COVID-19 vaccine (ChAdOx1 nCov-19)

https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/35274363

Tunisia

92

A case of new-onset acute generalized pustular
psoriasis following PFIZER-Biontech COVID19 vaccine

https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/35285114

Tunisia

93

Intelligent system based comparative analysis
study of SARS-CoV-2 spike protein and
antigenic proteins in different types of vaccines

https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/35284579

Tunisia, Egypt,
United Arab Emirates

94

Gravity-induced ischemia in the brain and prone https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/35279983
positioning for COVID-19 patients breathing
spontaneously: still far from the truth!

95

Prevalence, severity, outcomes, and risk factors
of COVID-19 in multiple sclerosis: an
observational study in the Middle East

https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/35339046

United Arab Emirates

96

Impact of age and sex on COVID-19 severity
assessed from radiologic and clinical findings

https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/35282595

United Arab Emirates
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Tunisia

Websites to get Coronavirus
updates/reports

Ultrastructural insight
into SARS-CoV-2
entry and budding in
human airway
epithelium

Scalable
biomimetic SARSCoV‑2
nanovaccines with
robust protective
immune responses

Note: You may click on each of the circles to get access to data.
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Long COVID and
cardiovascular
disease: a learning
health system
approach

New Findings
Liver disease increases as result of life-style changes due to COVID-19, study
reveals
In a retrospective study drawing data from 973 participants between 2018 and 2020,
researchers find that cases of metabolic dysfunction-associated fatty liver disease (MAFLD)
increased from 22 pre-pandemic to 44 mid-pandemic. Additionally, univariate and multivariate
analysis of lifestyle habits reveal late-night meals pre-pandemic and increased alcohol intake midpandemic as independent lifestyle predictors of developing the disease.

Alpaca nanobodies potently neutralize SARS-CoV-2 variants
Researchers have developed a novel strategy for identifying potent miniature antibodies, socalled nanobodies, against emerging SARS-CoV-2 variants. The approach led to the discovery of
multiple nanobodies that in cell cultures and mice effectively blocked infection with different
SARS-CoV-2 variants. The findings could pave the way for new treatments against COVID-19.
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